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Anyone who works in or manages an office understands the importance of hei inventory of office supplies. Nothing leads to progress in the work to a dead end faster than the foundations run out like pens, toner cartridges, paper and envelopes. If you have materials at your fingertips, it's important to keep track of costs and usage by following some simple
basic office management rules. One of the first rules of good management of the office's reserves is to ensure its manager. Appoint a gatekeeper. Successful inventory maintenance means knowing what is at hand and how long it has been there, recording the value of the inventory and monitoring where it goes when it leaves the supply area. If you don't
have someone monitoring the system, then you'll spend time trying to track down supplies and you'll never know what's at hand. Office supplies include many small items that can easily disappear. The inventory must be stored in a safe area with access limited to several key employees. Keep a log of items dispensed with and items replaced. FIFO is the
acronym for first in, first. It is a term of accounting for reporting the value of inventory and ensures that goods purchased in the first place are used in the first place to ensure that the value remains accurate. It's also a smart way to prevent old, outdated, or outdated hardware. Items purchased first should be used first. When buying stock, set aside it for old
inventory and instruct employees to take materials from the front. Items with ink can dry, the paper can be yellow and parts of the equipment may become obsolete. Use the FIFO method to reduce waste and keep your stock fresh. One of the tips for effective office ordering procedures is to take advantage of the opportunity to purchase large quantities, which
leads to savings in discounts. These savings accumulate quickly when buying the most popular goods in bulk. If the purchase of all your office supplies needs is awarded to one supplier, use this purchasing power to negotiate savings on small purchases. Take advantage of the rewards programs offered by suppliers. The office supply business is
competitive, so use the bidding process to determine which company has the best program for your needs. The key to successful office management is supply management. For the system to be effective, employees must have access to what they need when they need it. Deliveries should be delayed with the most commonly used items at eye level and in
easy reach. Stock fewer used items on higher shelves, but make sure they are not forgotten. an inventory of what is supplied and where it can be found. Keep the area clean and orderly. Replace items with enough time to avoid running out, especially critical items. Clean up out-of-date items on a regular basis. A successful business relies on effective office
management. Manufacturing and A list of office supplies is one way to keep your office running at peak performance. A list of office supplies is a list of accessories your office needs to perform its daily functions. Using a list of office supplies ensures that you don't forget important items when ordering supplies. Create a list of all the office equipment your
company's employees use. To compile a complete list, take a walk through your office building. Starting from your office, pay attention to the office equipment you use. Travel through the office, including copy rooms, postal rooms, reception rooms, lounges and toilets. Place each unit of office equipment in a specific category. This will eliminate duplication.
The categories include general stationery, technology and electrical equipment, stationary and paper products, detergents and others. Assess operational needs for each piece of equipment. For example, printers need ink. Computers need cords. File cabinets need files. Coffee shops need liners. Soap dispensers need soap. Enter the data you collect into a
spreadsheet. Use separate columns for the main categories, a list of office equipment, and actual office supplies. Using a spreadsheet, you can sort the office supply list as needed or add additional information, such as part or product identification numbers. Tips, if your company is large, you can request from each department these departments specific
supplies, such as check registers and employee files. To easily identify the need for office supplies, a spreadsheet requires an ongoing list of office equipment and office supplies. Check the inventory on a regular basis to prevent delivery from running out. The right materials are needed to ensure that any office functions smoothly. All offices, from small home
businesses to large corporations, need forms and stationery, application supplies, pens and pencils, and basic desktop tools. There are also needs to be supplies for postal rooms, as well as kitchen utensils and toilets. Some offices will need specialized supplies related to their business, but the basic office supplies will remain the same. Rob
Bayer/iStock/Getty Images Offices that provide soft drinks for employees will need to at least drink cups, napkins and coffee supplies such as sugar, cream and stirrers. Keep plenty of coffee, tea and hot chocolate on hand. Recreational cleaners should include sponges, paper towels, dish soap, hand soap and sink cleaner, countertops and tables. For toilet,
toilet fabric and toilet seat covers, paper towels and antimicrobial soap minimum supplies are required. Cleaning products should include a toilet cleaner and disinfectant and a wiper. Don't forget the toilet bowl brush, and always keep the piston handy. To clean up everything Buy a good mop and bucket, as well as a broom or vacuum cleaner. Buy floor
cleaners, wipers, sponges and cleaning products and screen napkins. Carpet cleaner and stain remove chemicals are good to keep handy. Wavebreakmedia Ltd/Wavebreak Media/Getty Images All offices need reference material. Buy a good dictionary and keep phone books handy. Consider purchasing computer software guides. For businesses such as
electricity contractors and auto parts suppliers, code books, catalogues and parts manuals should also be part of their office library. Given some free time and a few forgotten items in the closet of office supplies, everyone can make their workspace more functional, create cool tools for their home and office, and even salvage seemingly ruined things. Today
we'll look at some unexpected ways to use objects that you're probably easily accessible. Get organized and save money with 10 inexpensive office food hacks you can make during your lunch break. Clip the chips with binder clips. Most store bought (especially dollar-shop bought) chip clips kind of suck. They are often uncomfortable to fasten, springs or
plastic break much earlier than you hope, and, hey, the best solution is at hand. The overall binder clip is a tight pinch enough to make sure that the rolled up munchies don't come unwrapped and they're sturdy as everyone does get out. They will also do the same job with toothpaste. Photo from an upside-down sphere (via Cranking Widgets). We knew
binder clips stick together with Hipster PDA, make good chip clips and do well to catch your... MoreG/O Media can get the CommissionDyson V7 Fluffy Wireless Vacuum9. Attach the old-school stapler documents. If you need to temporarily keep the papers together but don't want to expose them to a yank and tear staple removal, give the bottom plate of
your old-school stapler a 180-degree twist, and now you're pinning. Some people have known about this trick since elementary school, but others may find it seriously useful to expand their most direct desktop tools. (Original post) Blogger Jacob Grier discovers what Wikipedia calls the least known method of pinning: pinning. If you read more8. Rein in
hanging folders with binder clips. If you are a literalist when it comes to your 43 folder organization system, the ubiquitous binder clip works great for splitting the hanger. Use it as a backstop or divider between months and days, or to keep more stuffed folders together. (Original post) Lifehacker reader Mike came up with a cheap, convenient solution to the
hanging problem Read more7. Replace the zipper with a paper clasp- zipper. They are often the first thing to go for even the most well-built jackets and coats, but that's no reason to pay a ransom to have a zipper pull replaced by a cleaner. Thread paperclips as a substitute using a color clip if necessary and your fingers can rest to rest Check out these five
other handy uses for little curved metallic wonders. The Associated Content website lists several clever uses for paper clips as clipping bags closed,... Read more6. Make re-labeling easy with a clear tape. Discarding folders just because their labels can't be removed, or come off randomly, feels pretty wasteful. The next time you're marking, lay a strip of
clear tape on the folder tab before applying the label. The next time you re-organize, reusing the folder will be as easy as pulling the label off the tape. The tape protector works on just about everything you potentially reuse, so keep the roll clear stuff at hand. Photo lylamerle. (Original post) Tricks Trade Blog offers a clear tape can save paper and money if
you go through... Read more often5. Turn the letter tray into a network rack. Even if you have a simple DSL connection at home, you probably have a high-speed modem, router, and power band takes place, not to mention external drives, CDs/DVD-Rs, and other novelties. Buy cheap, stacking letter trays, and you have a diy network rack, kind of like what IT
guys use to keep their hard-working devices and their multiple cables together. If you only have one or two networking devices, consider using extra space for cell phones or other recharging needy gadgets. The scope of Rick's Flickr reading is a stream for notes and detailed snapshots. (Original post) Reader Rick writes: Read more4. Erase the permanent
marker with a dry removal marker. The remaining notes and oops-what-was-permanent spots almost universally feature experienced dry wash boards. Wipe them back to white with a dry wipe marker, just writing on random marks and then swiping it all clean. While you have the lid off, check out a few smarter uses of magic markers. (Original post) Blog
Lifehack.org goes beyond the board to point out the myriad ways dry to erase markers you can read more3. Catch the cables with binder clips. If you notice that binders do repeat performances in this top 10, well, there's a good reason for that. Small buggers can help you keep the cables under control by simply running those that always hang sluggishly on
(or off) your desk through the clip and attaching it to something immovable. For full instructions, check out Lihab's Flickr set. (Original post) When you finally decide it's time to do something about that rat nest cable that spreads More2. Make a permanent recipe book from the link. A recipe book that stands on its own can take Hot oil, and it's easy to add or
pull recipes out of this holy grail of cooking accessories, and it's available with some inexpensive office gear. Get a break-back easel binder, a few post-his and sheet protectors, and you have a hardy, stand-up, extensible place for Your recipes and kitchen secrets. (Original post) Food website Serious Eats recommends putting together your own laptop
recipe with a post-it, sheet... Read more often1. Turn a stack of index cards into a hipster PDA. We wrote about it back when Lifehacker was only a month old, and Hipster PDA is still one of the best combinations of genius and oh, yes around. Combine a small (you guessed it) binder clip and some index cards-of different colors, ruled or unruled, your choice-
with pocket-sized pen, and you have a scaling, cross-platform, GTD-friendly thought spectacle that won't go out of date, no matter how nifty the next wireless is all that comes along. (Original post) Just when we were going to drop a few hundred on Treo, Merlin sells us on Hipster PDA,... For more office DIY fun, check out our previous top 10 DIY office
projects. Projects.
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